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WRITING A WRITING ASSESSMENT: SAYING WHAT YOU WANT TO SAY ISN'T

AS SIMPLE AS IT SEEMS

Adrienne Escoe

ABSTRACT

The paper presents an ethnographic account that traces the

creation of a writing sample,issessment and provides guidance for

those who design and develop -assessments of students' writing.
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WRITING A WRITING ASSESSMENT: SAYING WHAT YOU 'WANT TO SAY ISN'T

AS SIMPLE AS IT,SEEMS

Adrienne Escoe*

School distrItts have begun, in recent yea& to devote more resources

(e-g., staff, Material's) to wrfting instruction; Many have developed pro-

grams of instruction centered on discourse products.

are given a sample prompt, they write a response, and

Typically, students

then have their

writingevAluated. We've seen collections of prompts usedas the foun--

datignof instruction; that is, a new prompt is assigned each week,very

two weeks, or some other time interval (e.g.,-Fullerton Union High School

District Competency Review: Paragraph RevieJi Booklet, 1981). Usually

teachers evaluater ("grade") students' papers, sometimes place comments

on them, return the papers; and discuss a handful or so.

EyOuation

capitalization,

criteria almost always include grammar and

punctuation--allYelements of form. Eve

usage,,spelling,

rigdy--teachers,

parents, employers--wents good 'oiling form. And most evaluations of

form are easy to come by.' it's not too difficult- to set standards (i.e.,

criteria) for correct form: either the first 'v.Ord of a sentence is

capitalized or it's not; either the period's at the end or it'.s not.

Esi.h6lisLing standards for content, however, is a different story.

4Students and teachers from the Los Angeles Unified School District

and Garden Grove.Unifie4 School District participated in the study, and

the following SWRI.. staff were involved in various aspects including creating

the original versions of the writing prompts, trying them out informally,

serving as tield-test readers and lialsbn with the teachers,.and processing

datak Sarry Bachelor, Bruce Cronnell, Larry Gentry, Ann HUmes, Joe Lawlor,

Shirley Paddit, Jan Perkins, Gail Reneau, Roger Scott, Karen Smit :i, David

Snow, and Nancy Yamant

5
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Characteristics of content, e.g., staying tt the main topic, are

included in some criteria used for assessing written dtscoarse; more often,,

the standards are broad and rather vague; with the only criterPoh often

being whether the writer has responded directly to the prompt given.

Writing a good writing prompt is not so easy; but harder still is

seeing vim that the creiterla and the prompt are written to suit each

other weIrVestablishing criteria orform and content, and then checking

empirically to make sure that students respond to the prompt and that

teachers evaluate the wilting samples as intended. That's the only way

thus far we know how to ,detasmine whether the criteria and the prompt are

4.

good', I.e., the prompt Is productive and the samplt is judgeable. And

without those characteristics e,writing sample is not Worth the paper it's

written on.

Thli paper is an ethnographic account of the creation of a writing

sample assessment and is :a guide' for those who desiyn and develop

assessments of students' writing.

To include a Writing Sample Azik.

The .occasion for the assessment was the development of instrumentation

to ensure that individuals who are popularly termed "remedial" and "haid-

.

to-empjoy" acquiiv the prerequisites for success in training and employment.

Through surveys and analyses of instruction and of job-training prospects

for these iodIvidualswe determined that clear, correct writing wad a

desired ard teachable accomplishment. And one way to estimate students'

writing accomplishments is to have them choose correcr'resoonses to

6
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multiple-choice items about skills like mechanics, usage,,and spelling.

We included items )f this sort on the TEPS (the acronym fdr'Training

and Employment Prerequisites Survey)., But' multiple-choice items do not

describe productive writing, i.e., written discourse. Our thinking was

that high-risk students (those headed for unemployment, unstable employ-

',vent, or marginal employment) needed to be able to produce acceptable

writing to enhance their chances of tidestepping a predictable fate;

acceptable .writing is essential to success in Job-training programs and

many entrrievel jobs. Thereupon, we'decided to include writing:

samples in the TEPS.

Writing the TEPS Writing, Sample Assessments

The next stage was toask questions: What kind ,of writing would

entry-level employees or workers7in-training.need to do? What kind cil;

writing had they practiced in scheliii? What kind of Writing would "get

at" the skills we wanted to describe? for answers we looked to SWRL

research on writing. Several docilments were particularly. helpful (Escoe,

1982a,b; Gentry, 1982; Humes, 1980; Humes, Cronnell, Lawlor,. Gentry, &

Fieker, 1980;Nack, 1982).

Training and employment date indicate that clear, accurate communi-

cation is one of employers' top priorities. And service to the public

is'involved in the majdrity of entry-level positions. So it was a short .

' 7 step to specify a writing pie whose primary emphasis was to'communicate

a message ciearly and serve the needs of oche: people. But other con-

,

siderations were equally important, among them, topic familiarity,

writing type practiced in school, and simple vocabulary.
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To demonstrate fairly students' accomplithments,it was essential

that the writing sample assessment consist onfrof tasks that would-be

familiar, that Is, practiced in school. One skill area emphdsized in

retaedial reading and English classes, the data indicate, is sequential

inforMation. Students often read sequentially-ivrariged toot and answer

questions about the order of events. Other frequent ftivitles in these

classes are writing. statements,in logical sequence :end developing a pars-.

graph the same way.. Another cmmon focus. of instruction is interpreting

and writing business correspondence. Typically, programs stress written

conventions, such as format Und appropriate language, though of the two

examples, letter format islmore-commonly taught. But sines multiple-

choice items that assessed knowledge of letter format were already

-
designed into the TEPS,ana business-like writing is so important a part

of employment success, appropriate language in s business letter was

chosen for inclusion in the TEPS writing simple assessment.
)

Next, the vocabulary and syntai of the assessment prompt and the

directions for suidents hid to be familiar and simple. For vocabulary,

I referred to the EDL core list, grades three to seven for Form°A,

grades six to nine for O. In that way,- we had some assurance that

students had encOuneered words in instructional materials or at least

in, widely used test materials such as the California Test of Basic Skills.

Then, to effect syntactic simplicity; sentences were written to be

straightforward, i.e., withOut troublesome transformations and inclusions.'

The idea was to avoid any characteristic of the assessment likely to pre-_

sent reading difficulties that would interfere with wrietiNg performance.

k
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To assess a std ni's writIng lerformanee fairly4A prompt and

the directions must clarify what Is expectdd. For exaidei, if correct

spelling is One of the-skilli to be assessed,"students should be made

.10aWae of that fact;.,otherwise, some students may not attend to spelling,

under r-the errbeedus assUmption.that spelling "doesn't count."

At this point.- three additional venerel criteria were established

for developing writing-sample.assessment; produces 1) easily-scored-

writing: 2) -diagnostrc information, and ;) relrable.information. But

measuring the-assessment against these three had to wait until the

previously describeCcrtterra were worked out. To sum up, the general

criteria and, correspondingly,.the specific criteria-for the TEPS were

L'

-the ones Nhomm,on this following page.

The next step 141 writing the writing sample prompt involved, creativity

more ihin.anything Thumbing through reading and English workbooks

fe and published and district assessments, and SWRL technical documents, but

V

mostly just bratinstorming, we listed, evaluated, and ultimately rejec'vd

scores'-Of topics for the writing sampltss. ,Twe topics, however, tentatively

seemed to Conform to ail the established criteria: givilnid1ctions for

finding a lmation irra school bullOing.(Form A) and composing the body

of a builnesslettier-"Thai requests. adjustment of an order (Form 0). Both

topics.seemed likely to elicit.aascourse product whose primary emphasis

woulbe to communicate'a message clearly and serve a person'steeds'..

ti

Directions for getting to a room in-a school building had tobe clear,

accurate, and given in a 'logical sequence to be helpful to the hypothetical

person who followed them. The buslress letter had to be writte4 clearly

with desired action stated precisely so that the imaginary reOpient
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Writing Sample Prompt .4

deneral Criteria

1. Sk114 valued for training
and entry-level employment

-Z. Skill areas practiced in
school

.%
Format practiced iri'schoot

Slmple, familiar vocabulary

P

Simple, straightforward
syntax

6. Precise statement of
requirements

4

dr

7: Produces easily-scored
writing

Produces diagnostic
Information

Proluces raliable Information

1

TOPS Criteria
Form A Form 8

Clear accurate communication
Public service activity

Sequential
Information

it)
(

13,

wiritlpg in

sequence of
occurlience

Ore vocabtlery
.grade levels.

3 through 7

`4.

Ousineis
correspondence .

Writing a'
Ibusiness

lettef

Cgre vocabula illy

gra& levels
6 through 9

Complex sentence constructions
avoided . 0

All crite4 for evaluation
spelled out tobexaminees

Generates scoring cri.teila that
require little or no training of

evaluators, and that pertain.
specifically to the4prompt

Generates scoring criteria that'.
separately pertain to features of

conteht and form

Readers tend to agree in their
assessments

a
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would be, able to respand satisfactorily to the request, i.e., makej

satisfactory adjusimerit te# ttver.order. Each topic, further, represented

priOiced skills and'skill'fiormets:' writing events in sequence, aud,

writing a bwiiness letter. Vocahuliry of the writing prompt could be

kept familiar and simple. -For the Form A prompt, na teghnical terms

*Quid be.deeiled; and students should `be Otte familiar with the names.
. ...

. .
.. to

of featurecof a school bultding and simple directional terms (e.g.,

-left, night, north, south). '.For Form 0, some familiarity with the

4
business world'would be nfeded, so we looked long and hard for a type

/

of business that dit students would know about, and onc for which.

knowledge,of techntgar'term4rwas not required. After countless attempts.,

ire zeroed in ollOs business that handled office supplies. Even if students
*41

were completely ignorant of the office supply.business,.they should be

able to respond to this topic because okschool and home uses-of office

supplies and because of the.open nature of the prompt itself

be disctissed ater). Moreover, since this topic was A candidate for the

Form B assessment, our thinking was that the more adVanced students

(Form B examinees) would tend to be closerlo entering the job market,

And, realistically, if they had no knowledge at all of common materials

used in an office. they probably wouldn't be ready for entry-level jobs

ts

or job training.(eyen the Oightest, knowledge of materials would get

students by with the prank as it came to bowritten). The .next con-
,

sideration in writing the prompt was syntax. Nothing more than careful

construction was required herenecomplicated transformations, no

%.

intrusions, no veorlong,sentences. Next, students had to be told pre-

ciselywhat teachers would be "looking for" in their writing. This

"7

t`

a
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criterion was difficult to meet; only through a series of field tests

that included rewarded prompts were we able to advise students on what

to include In their writing without having them produce virtually literal

recasting of the prompts. Our experience in developing the TEPS writing'

sample prompts confirmed the observation.by Humes at al. that piloting with

target populations is essential (1980).

. Likewise, the seventh general criterion can be addressed only by

field testing: readers (ideally those who represent readers who will

functidn under -..ctual..conditions of TEPS administration and scoring,

i.e., teachers) must actually use scot:ng criteria to evaluate

students' writing. These,..readers must also be encouraged to comment

upbn the ease (or difficulty) of scoring the samples.

Referring to the el'hth criterion, diagnostic information can be

, provided only when the scoring trlitria require attention to the specific

content features of tie writing task, rather than to the general writing

performance or features of form alone. With only generil performance assessed,

knowlqdge gained of students' writing is unproductive for'planning instruc-

tion; with only form features assessed, the form of performance may

influence the assessment of content features, thus contaminating potential

diagnostic inforwiation.

Finally, the writing sample prompt combined with scoring criteria

should yield evaluations that are stable across readers of the writing

sample. Understand that no one is suggesting perfect agreement among

raters; rather, evaluations should be reliable enough so they are unlikely

to be idiosyncratic to a single reader (i.e., teacher). Teachers' judg-

ments based on long-term contact with their own students' loriting are
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bound to b more useful for classroom instruction than any one-shot

assessment; but an advantage of using a survey across teachers lies

in inter-classroom activities, such as Informing next-term teachers

of students' writing accomplishments. With each refinement of the TEPS

writing sample assessments, we gathered data on interrater reliability:

we used classroom teachers as well as SWRL professionals to evaluate

students' writi4 ng samples. Resulting data were analyzed and thus recom-

mended further refinements. The remainder of this paper is a description

and turret; each major revision of the two TEPS writing sample

assessments as they evolved through a series of field tests.

Evolution of the Writing Semple Assessment Form A

- The assessment included the following note to the student, prompt,

and scoring criteria:

TRAINING AND EMPLOYMENT PREREQUISITES SURVEY

WRITING SAMPLE

ENGLISH LITERACY I

NOTE TO THE STUDENT

The purpose of this writing sample is to find out what you

have learned aboqt writing. Write your name at the top of the lined

paper Than read the directions on the other side of this pope. Keep

the directions in front of you to remind fOU of the things to include

when you writ.. After you have finished, your teacher will collect

your paper and this peg*. Yam may bogie.

13
NM.
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DIRECTIONS: Study the map of part of a school building.
Locate the metal shop and the cafeteria. Write
directions that tell a new student how to get
from the metal shop to the cafeteria.

Write the directions in an order that is easy to follow.
include all important information about which way to go.
Include all important information about w%at to watch for

along the way.
Be sure to use exact words.

NORTH

SOUTH

EAST

a;

14
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WitoT1116 SAVOLE Scoring Criteria

CONTENT:

1. Submits storable

2. Includes revertant information
*bout direction of movement.

3. Includes critical information
*bout features along the may,

S. Writes directions in logical

order.

5. Uses precise language.

6. Limits the paragraph to one
main idea.

_FORM:

7 Uses correct grammar and
complete kentences.

0. Capitalizes and punctuates
coWectly.

9. Spells correctly.

10. Writes legibly with
appropriate margins and
indentation.

Accepts:0e Unacceptable

1101M111.

1=11M

AM11.11.11111.. .

11

1111111111.111M

Before administering these materials to the first group of students,

we changed -the scoring criteria to more accurately address the features

of the particular writing task; that is, limiting the paragraph to one

main idea (criterion six) was inappropriate for a writing sample that

provides sequential directions. We also removed criterion one (Siubeits

storable sample.) from the CONTENT category, because scorability includes

features of both content and form. Then, criterion ten (Writes legibly

with appropriate margins and indentation.) was eliminated. its function
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as a criterion for assessing legible writing was already claimed by

criterion one (Submits scorabie sample.); furthermore, assessing margin

formation was corsidered too subjective for easy or reliable scoring. The

remaining utility of the criterion (assessing indentation) was simply not

great enough for the time spent evaluating this feature in students' writing.

Upon the recommendation of a Skin model for evaluating writing samples

(Humes, 1980), a third rating was added to the scoring system: "Good."

So as we headed for the first field test, criteria for scoring the samples

looked like this:

WRITING SAMPLE Scoring Criteria

I. Submits storable sample.

CO*TENT:

FORM:

2. Includes inportent
information about
direction of movement.

3. Includes critical
information about
feature* along the

4. Writes directions In
logical oiler.

5. Uses precise language.

6. Uses correct grower
aria ...omelet* sentences.

7. Capitalizes end
Punctuates correctly.

1. Spells correctly.

good Acceptable Unacceptable

elma.

el.MaNallmaa, 41 pe

IMM. P.111.0.1.

ONNIMMI.Or

MIR11.1.

IN.

7..

16
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The last step prior to administering the assessment was to ettpand

the description of each criterion to include characteristics W. each

rating (Good, Acceptable, Unacceptable) for each criterion. The following

4

directions* accomplished this. task:

91MICTIONS POI SCORTNII Tilt WRITIAS SAMPLE .1d4

Teeeheve are no le Peers the *rides wide mbleb students

eeepleied no the limed paper. ileidellees for eserisc the writhe, sample

are presented below.
Ulf.s. ..71FIL"---7171

Ail Pi eo r 1 per

age criterion: 11100-1166ecigble, end wismea.
Fill in the Specs nerhed A for met Vibe jussea and

MaNdeggL
Peet sesehere will eely said to reed the scoring guidelines few

time before they rellember the criteria for each performance rating. A

simple merles aid to provided after the guidelines.

Stories $01de (121 thresh In)

121. SOWS. I.a 'opts.

Good: (This rating Is net used for this criterion.)

Acceptable: Sas bee the following:

a. legible writing
b. meting releveot to directions In prompt

Uoecceptable: Nos any me the following:

a. Illegible writing
b. writing not relevant to directions In prompt

C. no response

talITINT

12.2. leclodee impertent InfortiRtlen allum direction of Movement.

Wood: includes at least for of the following directionsl

Seloents:

a. (free metal shop): out sr straight ahead
/men the hell or north

11-
right or apt

c. left or north

d. left er vest
e. right or north

acceptable: Includes la of the itmesjor directional segments
as fattens:.

e. (at first "TN In beltwev). right or best

b. left it month

C. left stoma

hoeccepteble: Oafs not include 41.0 the 2.21 asejer directional

appeents es follies:

a. (et-first 4"2"be hallway): right or eest

h. left Or Worth

c. left or welt

*Directions refer to criteria numbered 121-128. These three-digit

numbers correspond to the Answer Sheet where ratings were recorded. In

fact, 121 refers to criterion one, 122 to criterion two, and so forth;

Note also that the designation of the Form was changed from "1" to "A"

to conform to the designations of the TEPS Pre-Algebra (Forms A and B),

III MI 116;i,;0.i
17
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M. Includes critical leformation ohm feeturen 1014t the but.

Good: Includes at kW* 1111.0 the following features:

a. metal slew b. hell or Wiwav*
c.. soaking row d. art row

S.

a. library

g. Coal stare M. nose's office

1. semilterlem
cafeteria

'morel office

0SOTS: %sir or Himaimer" can be counted more then eats If wra
than one bellow Is mostimed (for ememple, nth* first
hallsene and "moss the hallway from the general office")

Acceptable: lecledes IjMft or beim features (we list of gestures

mefor &-a-eve). ,

Unevosptable: Includes !lir Netter two features isms list of
restores ender , blurs).

126. fir ISO* directions in ieiid4eturger.

Seed:

Acceptable:

Ail informstion la gives in order of movement.

Information is gives wetly in order of movement

(one or two directional sweets and fosteres are
momelemed oat of order of movement).

limecceitable: leformetion Is given mostly In scrambled order. Thu

order written weld oohs it difficult for new stw-

dOst to follow the directions.

125. Vans oracle! lengeoes.

Seed: Precise words are used injwst Of Oil cases to
describe directions. for ememelo:

°cooking reset* vs. "row"
whollggr" vs. "oleos"

dr "Isle or "north" vs. "that way"
"cafeteria" vs. "there"

Acceptehie:

stables

MS:

General wards wowed In most asses to describe
directions; however. precise worts armor wed in

eases.a few es. (See enemies ender abedha

Yards used ire ea general that a new student would
find It difficult to follow the directions.

126. U,., aforract premier end complete sentences.

flood: -

Acceptable:

Onectootabl*:

Ms* IMMO the following:

a. few or no grammatical error*
b. no incomplete sentence, ifragments. run-on*)

nos any god of the following combinations:

a. few or as grommeticel errors and few incomplete

sentence*
b. sons grammatical errors end no Incomel***

Saataata,
C. some grammatical errors few incomplete

*enhances

Mee jek of the fel lowing:

a. sway grommatical errors
b. pony incomplete sentences

18
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127. fdEgLijotumUENLVEJEaugi.

iloodi Iles feu or no ceoltalisetion cod punctuation errors.

Acceptable: hme eats espitelleetion and punctuation error,.

linacceptables Mrs am capitalisation and smactuatlen errors

I10. 200141 COrrattlt.

Wad: Pas feu or NI sisspelled lords.

haeoptobis: Nes *event dIfforese masspelled warts:

ONINCOpegbIllt Mrs may 61ffersett* obkopellied wards.

ittortathig tt2I chleigh 40)

Pima the stadent", sower shoot ender this pops of tits Manuel,

aligalk. rams 121 Woo. 12$ on the answer sheet with lti through 128

below

pa food
ataiptabla

(C) Vostespeaaht

121. Sehnits scoroble sample.

122. Includes Important befereetion alma direction of newsoent.

12): Melodies mottles) %%imagism alma &stem along the way.

124. Writes directions in logical tinker.

tn. U premium leageoge.

126. elms correct gram& and complete sentences.

127. Capitalises and PliningetS. therattlY.

128. %ells correctly.

*hors then one instance of @despoiling the seen word should be

evaluated es eme nissindied word.

3

19 MO COPY MU
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Participants in the field test for TEPS. English Literacy, Form A

Writing Smote were 18 seventh-gride students (13 boys, 5 girls) who

attended remedial English classes in an urban junior high school, their

four English teachers,* and two SWRL staff. Students were given the
P

prompt and the note shown earlier. They wrote their responses on lined

white paper, some using pencil, but most, pen. All students had Spanish

surnames, but their proficiency in spoken English could not be determined

from these data. The fesuits obtained from the gold test included.students'

performances, reliability of readers' (eachers and SWRL staff) ratings and

their commentary.(reeders' comments for this and subsequent field tests are

included in a SWRL report, Development of the TEPS Writing Sample Assessment).

Students'-performance by criterion and estimates of interrater reliability

follow.

Summary of Students' Performance By Criterion and Rater**

Criterion

Rating

R1**

Good(Al

R4

Acceptable(6) Unacceptable(C)

1.

R2 13.

0

RI R2

14

11.1.

18

R4 RI R2 El

'0'

Rit

2 4 0 14 15 0_. o IF

2. 6 7 9 10 5 7. 3 1 5 4 6 7

9 7 10 8 4 7 7 4 3 4 1 6

,

4. 12 16 8 11 1 0 8 4 3 2 2 .3

5. 7 '9 18 15 7 8 0 1 2 1 0 2

6. 0 0 0 0 7 a10 0 5 9 8 18 1

7. 2 1 0 1 7 8 0- 5 7 9 18 12

8. 4 5 7 9 8 10 7 7 4 3 4 2

*Four teachers divIded students' papers, so each pair of teachers read

half the papers. --for computations, the four teachers were treated as two

raters.
mtRaters 1 1rd 2 are Junior high school (seventh-grade) English teachers,*

Raters 3 and 4 are SWRL staff:

***Rater 1 omitted ratings for two students; hence the total number of

ratings for &Atari is 16.
91.0
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An examination of the data above shows a natural clustering of teachers'

ratings and SWRL staff ratings. All in all, the teacher-4' tended to rate

mom performances good or acceptable than the SWRL staff members; however,

upon closer study, the data show just the Opposite for criterion five

(Uses precise- language.). This peculiarity prompted a rating sequel that

involved two other SWRL readers and the same student responses. The

.results of this :wall -scale rating activity are *scribed later. ExEept

for criterion two (includes important information about direction of

movement.) and possibly criterion three (includes Critical information

abou4 features along the wey.), these coefficients Were.discouragi.g.

Summary of Estimated interrater Reliability by Criterion
Between Pairs of Four Raters.

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients)

Raters*

Criterion f & 2 1 &3 1 b4' 2 6 3 2 t 4 3 &4

.0000.,1. .1336 ** .

2. '.6741 .6362

3. .5143 .6192

4. .2936 .5430

5. .3343 **

6. .4535 * *

7. .2446 **,

8. .3280 .34itu

11.11,1401111101.1=1111INVIIIIIVmIM.

.7724

' .4883

.0436

.0513

-.0814

.0377

.0397

**
.

-.1195 **

.7699 4)58 .8081

.5447 .6374 .6340

.768 -.2579 .2553

** .6029 **

* * .3051 * *

**
f

.4891 * *

.8484 .7755 .7330

*Raters 1 and 2 are junior high school (seventh-grade) English teachers.

Raters 3 and 4 are SWRL staff. -

e,Coefficient could not be compdted because variance was zero.

CSV
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So'we looked at results foriindtvidual students'. And therwit'hit us. . __

If "Good" ratings were collapsed with "Acceptable"' ones, agreement between .

pairs of raters looked es if it would skyrocket. This observation was

set aside temporarily while the Forme assessment was nen tested; it
.

too yielded such results. During this time, readers' comments about the

Form A assessment were reviewed.

Based on student performance, estimated interrater reliability,

and readers' comments, the note to-the student, the prompt (including the

dlegriM),.and.the DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING THE WRITING SAMPLE - A*

(now included within a draft of the administration manual, under sections

"Administration: Writing Sai1e" and "Direction's for Describing the

Writing Semple -.Form A Guide and Form A Summary of Descriptions") were

revised as follows (the Note to the ,Student was now deAlgnated as Form A

rather than Form 1):

TRAINING AND ENPLOVNENT PentgorsiTss SURVEY

WRITING %A!iJ

'MUM LITINACT A .

tont To no Mawr

The perspire of this writing swats Is to find out whet you

have iewtead alro4t writing. Write your name at the top of the lined

p.m'. Than reed the directions en the other side of this page. Keep

tie directions in front of you to remind you of the things to include

when yed write. After you hems finished, your teacher will coliest

your paper and thil page. You mmy begin.

*Directions.refer to criteria numbered 111-118, These three - digit

numbers correspond to the Answer Sheet, where ratings were recorded. In

fact, III refers to criterion one, 112 to criterion two, and so forth.

22

4

I
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d IL

tt

DIRECTIOJS: Study the map of pert of a school building.
locate the metal shop and the cafeteria. Write

paragraph that tells a new student how to,get
from the mite shop to the cafeteria.

e . Write the diAtIons lo an order that is easy to follow:
Include all Important leformetion about Which way to go.
inilude all Maarten! information about .what to Setth for
along the way4,
Solute to use had

exact words
'mod grammar and complete sentences
cerrect'eunctuation and spelling

MATH

SOUTH

EAST
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ti

R,

Administration: Wri/Ing Sits

The Writing Sample Is the part of the English Litd41144, Survey that
offers-en opportemity to describe characteristics of en individual's
written response toe pa:opt. Chercteristits described include content
(ideas rreessentsd) end filen (language usage and mechanics).

Tee Writing Sapp.. Is not intended to be a tismO activity.
Within reeeemehho limits, each examines should be given enough
time (about 15-25 minutes) to complete the item.

a Answer Sheets and Survey looklets ihovid not be available to
examieses during the aiblinistretion of thilWripng Sample.

Distribute to each seamless the single sheet riarkd WRITING
SAMPLE Versa or O) end e sheet of lined paper.

13,

J

Have xs44floss read the information in the box below the words

NOTE TO TILE ST6DIDIT. asminftes Om:Ida* able to read indepen-
dently end follow the directions for the belting sample. Jim
suns'each exeminee has written her or his name on the lined

Paper.

Afar ememineos finish writing; collect the single sheet of
directions for 'elm WRITtNS SANPLE and the actual writing single.

OirectiaGs for OisiribineLtbe Writing; Sample (Rona A'aed li)

Teachers are asked to describe. the writing sample which students
completed on'the lined War. Guidelines for describing the writing
sample are presented Wow. Yip should use sitodOots, answer sheets
and fill in the spews enclosed Ts the lox nee r labs right bottom corner

fir teit OK. Tha WM be sorkerigitiarteUED ATM SAMPLE.

. The guides halal, (firms A end 9) describe student performance for

several Characteristics. Refer to the guides to fill in the bubble

whose description cones cideast to the student's performance for oath
characteristic. 'A ono-pop Summery of.Descriptions follows the Guide
for each form. The Summery can simplify the teak of describing

characteristics.

Form A Guide. *pikes numbered III through Ile are used to describe

character rif welting samples for Form A. Use the descriptions

below to flit In the bubbles on the student's answer sheet. VII: ir

only one bubble for each number. Do not fill in any bubbles if the

ssnele is any of the following:

illegible

irrelevant to directions given

net written

e

24
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s
wr

bed

on /2 x II
sheet of

Painer)-*

(A) (I) (C) (0)

Writes about Writes about Writes about Nriter about

o hat page 2/4 page. 1/2 page. 1/4 page

qv MOM or lass.

*NOTE: If h;ndwriting is much larger or smaller than average,
judge sample size 'wording to what It would be if

handwriting ION of moorage use

CONTI:11T;

4

113. includes critical
Information about
features along
thp may.

Includes all df the three major '4

direction:asegments:

- right or east (at first
-01" in-rwaltimey)

- left or north

- Wt or west.

(A) (1)

Yei N No

Includes three or more of

followingW:
metal shop
cooking room

school store
auditorium
cafeteria

the

hall or hallway*
art room
library
nurse's office
general office
door or doorway

*NOM "hell" or "hallway" can be counted more thantonce If more

tin% one Mihail Is mentioned (for example, "the first .

WNW' and "across the hallway from the general office").

114: Writes directions

0

CA) (B)

Yes )ro,A No

Afi or mos(infonvatiOn Is given
In order of movement.

(A) (B)

yes NA

25
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cr*

Us. lase* precise

2neeft

4

4

22.
e

8 Uses precise words to describe
dlisctions* for n***Pill:

.

Numbing roam" er "room"
(rather than "place"

"belt" or North" ''

(rather than "that way")

POMO: r.

(1)

so'

116. lisefi 5orrec,t !rimer !Thetotel number or gremootilltal

and comeitan 110011008#' errors and Incomplete sentence*
ever' 11 .

.(4 (s) (C) (o) (E)

none 2 3. 4 5 or

or 1 more

*Naps .Count one error each time a segment of a tue-on sentence
should ham been a separate sentence."

,4%

117. Cmtellzes and 4

punctuates correctfc.

The toted number of coltelliattlon`
and pirctuetIon errors Is .*

(A) (D) (Cr (0)

none 2 3 rw 41 5 Sr

or 1 more

MITE; Do not count at erslefe the places. were a rup-on sentence

shag heft been Sepdehted (end thus capitalized

118. Spells correctiv. The total number of spelling,
errors is ,* ."

(8) (C) .0) (E).
none
or 1

5 a. 5 or
more

*NOTE: Norm than one Instance of misspelling the same mord the

same way 'should be evaluated as just one misspelled mf9rd.
*

4

f

.1

4

*at

.
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Form A Summer) of Deti,criptions. Place the student's answer

sheet next to this page oUtho directions, to help you fill in the

answer sheet quickly.

1)). Sample size (A) (S) (C) (0)

112. Direction of movement

113. Critical features

114. Logical order

115. Precise language

full 3/4 1/2 1/4 or

.pipe* less

IA) 00
(three segments)

Yes Na

(A). (0)
(throe features +)

Yes No

00 00

Yes NO

(A) (0)

Yes

116. Errors in grammar (A)

and inaliplete sentences

117. Errors in csoltalia4tion
and punctuation

1111. Errors in Spelling

0-1

Na

(D)

2

(A) (B)

(C) (0) (E)

3 4 5+

(C) (0) (E)

3 4 54.

(C) (0) (E)

3 4 54.

Notice that the prompt now spelicd out the requirement for exact words,

good grammar and complete sentences, and correct punctuation and spelling.

Notice too that symbols for two exterior (and extraneous) doors were

removed. A minor adjustment was made in a line that represents a wall

.,of the principal's officepreviously that line ran through the lettt.

s in principal's. Another minor change was that the form of the TEPS

mentioned 411 the heading of the note to the student was changed front 1

27
1.



to A to correspond to the Pre-Algebra component. The revisions made upon

the readers' directions, however, were major.

It occurred to usthat readers may have beer scoring the writing

.samples according to habit, rather than attending to descriptions asso-

ciated with individual criteria; choosing among ratings called good,

acceptable, and unacceptable, and recording these as A, 8, and C seemed

as if they could reinforce customary paper-grading practices. Since the

intent of the TEPS was to describe student accomplishments and not so

much to rate or 2radethem, a .olution we decided to try was a descriptive

rating system. In addition, individual criteria were revised. The high-

lights of these revisions were as follows: readers were directed to set

aside papers that were unscorable (accppling to characteristics given)

rather than darken a bubble for a criterion; the size of the writing

sample was to be estimated (to eliminate the vague, judgmental descrip-

tions for the form criteria, e.g., few, some, many, and several, by

directing readers to count errors for these criteria--school systems

could set their own error standards based on size of sample); and content

criteria could be rated only as present in the sample or not present (m

or no). Also, each form criterion was. followed by an annotation that gave

raters additional guidance (especially in dealing with run-on sentences).

Two SAL staff used the revised directions to describe the same

writing samples. Without a group of student papers that were in response

to the new prompt, of course, new data would be limited to new rating

directions and new raters. A similar wording change for the Form B

prompt, however, was field tested and did improve the results.

28
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The following summary of students' performance and interrater

reliability estimates reflects revised criteria and ratings from two IS

SAL staff who hadn't before seen or heard about (I was assured) any of

the materials involved in the writing sample project:

Criterion'

A

RI

I. 0

2. 11

3. 16

4. 13

5. 13

6. 1

7. 1

8. 6

.dp

Summary of Students' Performance
By Criterion and Rater (Revision)

Rating*

B. C D E

R2 RI R2 RI R2 , RI R2 RI R2

0 0 0 7 7 II 11

13 7 5

15 2 3

15 5 3

ih 4 4 1**

2 6 5 4 5 2 2 5 4

1 3 2 3 1 0 1 11 13

AL 4 5 2 3 0 1 6 6

Summary of Estimated Interrater Reliability

By Criterion Between One Pair.of Raters

(Pearson ".orrelation Coefficients)

Criterion Raters 1 and 2

1. 1.0600

2. .7774

3. .7906

4. .7211

5. .0311

6. .6374

7. .6304

8. .7887

absence of data under a rating indicates a rating not described

for that criterion.
**Rating given does not correspond to any rating described for

critettOn five. It looks like an error In marking the Answer Sheet.

i 29
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Except for criterion five (Uses 'precise language.), these data were

considered acceptable. Though comparing these coefficients directly

with those resulting from the first version would be a faulty statistical

procedure (after all, the criteria, raters, and directions changed), it

isn't faulty at all to peek at a promising contrast, especially in the

readers.' agreement on ratings for the form criteria (6, 7, and 8).

Remaining tG be done was an overhaul of criterion five. Why did

the raters differ so markedly In applying this criterion to the writing

samples? As I saw it, the only way to answer the question was to ask

the raters - -so I did. One SWIL rater focused on the example given in

the descr!,tion, i.e., "cooking room" or "more ( rather than "place");

the other rater focused on the second example given !II the description,

i.e., "left "" or "north" (rather than "that.way"). The next step was to

see what would happen if we removed the examples from the description

for criterion five, rewrote the description, and then had two new raters

read the papers (same ones) and select a rating for this criterion only:

Criterion

Uses precise language.

Description

Most terms used are exact.
Vague language is avoided.

(A) (a)
Yes No

The students' performance according to the two raters (SWRL staff who

had not yet been involved in any phase of the writing sample project)

was as follows:

Summary of Students' Performance
ua Criterion Five by Two Raters (2nd Revision)

Rating

Yes(A) No(0)

RI R2 RI R2

12 9 6 9

30
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The interrater re lability was estimated to be .7071 (Pearson correlation

coefficient), which indicated a more consistent interpretation of the

criterion and its description.

Review of comments from readers involved in the revision led to a

note for criterion seven that reads: "Do not count as errors the capital-

ization or lack of capitalization of roam names (since much variation

exists in the capitalization of room names on a building plan)." Three

other notes were added to this criterion on the basis of recommendations

for the Form B assessment. The description for criterion five was changed

as noted above.

Evolution of the Writing Sample Assessment, Form B

The TEPS, English Literacy, %rm B writing sample assessment began

with the following note to the student, prompt, and scoring criteria*:

Milling AND DIPLOMAT PREREQUISITES SURVEY

WRITING SWILL

MUSA LITERAEY,Ae/5

NOTE TO THE STUDENT

The purpose of this writing sample is to find out whet you

have learned about writing. Write your name at the top of the lined

paper. Then reed the directions on the other side of this pages. Eeep
the directions in front of you to remind you of the things to include

when you write. After you hews finished, your teacher will collect

your paper and this pegs. You soy begin.

*Criteria are numbered 111-119. These three-digit numbers correspond

to the Answer Sheet, where ratings were recorded. in fact, ill refers to

criterion one, 112 to criterion two, and so forth.
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DIRECTIONS: You work in the office of o large electronics company.
Two weeks ego, your company ordered note pods from the

Titus Print Shop. You received the shipment of note pads
this morning, but they are printed with the wrong tele-
phone number. Write a business letter to the Titus Print
Shop. Tell than that you are returning the note pads and
that you wont them to print new ones at no additional cost
to your comm.

The opening and closing parts of your letter are provided below.
Write Just the body of the letter.
Tell why you are writing this letter.
State whet yes went the shop to do about the problem.
SO sore to use'exect words.
he sore to use words that are appropriate for a business letter.

gaga 44101004U CO.. NM.

Titus Print Om
MOM ads Saran
eft*, Mims *n

beer Ur et 04110:

taftstrIel
time m ONO

Pp IS. ,9112

fieserolv.

amore \r .1Pra.--44t

Mieria urea. Plawapt
lhooth kootimirt

32 lag IV! V r r r
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RIRECTIORS FOR SCORING TOE WRITING SAMPLE -4,

Teachers ere *abed to WWI the writing sample which students
completed an the lined Paper. Guidelines for scoring the writing sample

are presented below. To, *weld do your swims di t1 an the beck of

student,' 3:ower In noihe 121-3 . number 2

1::::::.

mg. scar ea gm ow r roe per -
ratCrftnech criterion: sall, acceble, and unacceptable.

Fill fifth. some marked A fermi, Vor SCOW
=

Is. and C For

imeggelt.

Obit teachers will only need to read the scoring guidelines a few
times before they remember the criteria for each performance rating. A

simple scoring aid Is provided after the guidelines.'

scoring Guide (121 through 129)

111. %bolts scoreble *ample.

Good: (This rating is not usdd for this criterion.)

Acceptable: Has both of the following:

a. legible writing
b. writing relevant to directions in prompt

linaCtesitable: lies any one of the following:

a. Illegible writing
b. writino not relevant to directions in prompt
c. no response

CONTENT:

112. Stites reason for letter..

Good: Includes any two or three of the felicities:

a. ordering and receiving note Ws
b. wrong telephone number an note pads

c. retention, note pads

Acceptable: Includes any one of the following:

a. wrong telephoni number on note pads

b. returning note pads

Unacceptable: Includes neither of the following:

a. wrong telephone number on note pads

b. returning note pads
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.49

II,. Spate desired pure* 'faction.

Good:

An cepteble:

Unactoptehlet

114. Oise Bemis*

195.

secludes iga of the following:

a. print mew note pads (replacements)
b., at no additional cost (free, no charge)

Secludes: 'riot new note pads (replacements)

bees not include: print.new note pads (replacements)

loneoele.

atIOptabie:

Unmeepteble:

Precise words are used in most or all amiss to
describe Important features of the letter, for

wimple: .

"eats lade vs. "Iwubstor "things" or "stuff*,
"printed with" vs, "withgor 'Um"
"telephone number" vs. "number" or "writing"
"additional cost" vs. "cost"

General words are used IA most ces** to describe
important features of the letter. *waver, precise

words be used in a few cases. (See exemples

under d, *bora.)

Nerds used are so genre! that the recipient of-the
letter would not be able to understand the request
easily, for *ample:

"the stuff Is no good so hers It is"

VIPs 1yae OPPrnarlate for a business isymr.

Seed:

Acceptable:

Is Vg of the 'sliming:

a. wit" or neutral tom
b. Impersonal tons Woes not refer to person who

handled order or self)

dm tea of the fol lowing:

a. pelite or neutral tone

b. personal tone (refers to person 410 handled
order or self)

Unacceptable: Has impolite or rude tone.
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IP. Excludes unrelatOjeamil.

Geed:

Acceptable: Most sentences refer to situation described In

prow.

All sentences refer to situation described In prompt.,

Unacceptable: Meet sentsoces de not refer to situationitescribed
°In prompt. ,

PM:

107. was cerripct Wainer and CemPlete sentences.

Geed: Nos !NI of the folieding:

a. fen or no grammatical errors

b. OD incomplete sentences (fraitaeatt ran-ens)

Acceptable: Nee any =of the following combinations:

4 a. fewer no greenetIcel errors and few Incomplete
sentences

b. some grammatical errors elm incomplete
sentences

c. sane grammatical errors end few Incomplete

pentsntes A

gnaccepteble: Nes late the following:

P. mere grammatical errors
b. *env incomplete sentences

118. Witellites and pulttpote, cOrrectiv.

Good: Nos fewer no capItalleation end punctuation errors.

Acceptable: Nee some copitelizetlem and punctuation errors.

Umeceopcoble: Nosaen, capitalisation and punctuation errors

M. Spells "'Teeth.

Good: Is few or no misspelled words.

Acceptable: Nos several different* misspelled words.

Unacceptable: Nes many different* misspelled words.

*Mere then one Instance of alespellIng the sane word should be

evaluated as one misspelled word.

35
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licering Jlid 021 thresh 129)

MU the student's answer sheet under this page of the Manual,
aligning rows 121 threegb 129 on the answer sheet with 121 through 129

below:

00 Wed
(5) Actootable.
(C) Unacceptable

Vt.

1.1. Submits storable oomph,.

1$2. States reason for letter.

11). States' desire! course of action.

114. Vies precise 14016190.

119. Uses language appropriate fora Moira's* letter.

116. Includes unrelated sentences.

117. Uses correct 'Tamar and complete lament's.

111. Capitalises and punctuates correctly.

M. Spells corrOctlY.

By the time these materials were field tested for the first time,

they had already undergone many revisions. Review sessions with several

SWRL staff resulted in the decision to eliminate some criteria from early

drafts (under CONTENT), "Identifies self and company," "Limits paragraph

to one main idea," and (under FORM) "Writes legibly with appropriate

margins and indentations," and to combine criteria (under CONTENT),

"States purpose of letter," and "States reason for dissatisfaction"

(which later became "States reason for letter"). The two content cri-

teria were eliminated because they were considered unnecessary or

inappropriate for the particular writing task. The form criterion was

3$
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withdrawn for the same reasons as it was for Form A: the first criterion

already tc care of legibility, margin formation could not be scored

easily nor reliably, and indentation alone had limited value for assess-

ment. The criterion formed from two was simply a move toward economy;

reviewers didn't see much difference between them, given the nature of

the writing task.

'Participants in the first field test for the TEPS, English Literacy,

Form B Writing Samplewere.40 tenth-grade student, (22 boys, 18 girls)

who attended reMedial English classes in an urban high school, their

four English teachers,* and ti SWNL staff. Studehts were given the

prompt and the note shown earlier. Their responses were written in pen

or pencil on lined paper. Like the students who participated In the

field test for Form A, these youths all had Spanish surnames. Following

are data indicating students' performance 5y criterion and reliability

of readers' ratings (teachers and SWNL staff). in looking at the

data, note that raters 1 and 2 (the teachers) assigned a rating of

Good for criterion one to 19 and 11 students, respectively. The

problem is that Good Is not a rating option described in the scoring

guide for criterion one. We can't tell whether the teachers intended to

select Acceptable (instead of Good) and Unacceptable (instead of Acceptable),

but followed unclear directions incorrectly, merely disregarded the scoring

guidelines and fell into the customary practice of Judging students' papers

Good, Acceptable, or Unacceptable, or came to these ratings via some other

route. If only one rater was in error, we might have simply acknowledged

it as a singular occurrence. But two raters doing it warranted action.

*The four teachers divided stud...as' papers so that each pair of

teachers read half the papers. For computations, the four teachers were

treated as two raters.
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1.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8,c

9.
d
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Summary of Students' Perforwance
By Criterion and Rater

Listing

,&mod(A) Acceetable(B) Unpcceetible(C)

RI R2 EL R4 RI R2' EL R4 RI R2 m R4

19 11 0 0 20 28 40 40 I 0 0 '0

23 26 37 34 17 13 3 6 0 0 0 0

24 24 34 24 15 13 6 4 1 2 0 12

24 24 16 29 11 9 24 11 5 6 0 0

24 24 2 0 10 10 33 30 6 5 5 '10

27 29 39 37 13 9 1 3 0 1 0 0

10 13 4 19 19 17 25 15 11 9 11 6

12 14 12 30 16 14 20 7 12 11 8 2

15 13 16 30 13 15 23 7
12 10 1 0

And the substantial differences between raters on performance judgments

for many criteria, not only between the teachers and SWRL staff, but also

between the two SWRL staff (the teachers tended to assign a similar number

of the same ratings for individual criteria), called for a closer look at

the data. What follows is a suemary of estimated reliability between

pairs of reaeers.

a
Raters 1 and 2 are high school (tenth-grade) English teachers.

Raters 3 and 4 are SWRI. staff.
b
Rater 2 omitted ratings for one student; hence the total number

of ratings for rater 2 Is 39.
c
Rater 4 omitted a rating on criterion

the total number of ratings for rater 4 for
d
Rater 2 omitted a rating on criterion

the total number of ratings for rater 2 for
e
Rater 4 omitted.a rating on criterion

hence the total number of ratings far rater

eight for one student; hence
this criterion is 39.

nine for two students; hence
this criterion is 38.

nine for three students;
4 for this criterion is 37.

38
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Sumpary.of Estimated Interrater
By CrIterioil Between Pairs of Four Raters

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients)

Raters*

Criterion 4 2 1 t3 1144 2 4 3 2 4 4 3 s4

1.. .2001 ** ** ** -** **

2.* -.2980 .3312 .3470 .0822 .0542 .6778

3. -.2717 -.0710 .1075 .4075 .2303 .2956

4. -.1821 -.0433\ .3347 -.0269 -.0303 .0457

5. -.15% .1103 .5072 .3859 .1545 .3156

6. -.2879 -.1111 .0051 -.4908 .4114, -.0456

7. .1546 .5192 .4467 .1578 .2209 .5483

8. -.0410 .2766 .2249 .4509 .1347 .5014

9. .1645 -.0072 .3248 .3116 .4878 .3605

The data above were truly discouraging; the degree of agreement between

pairs of readers was so low it was difficult to believe that both readers

looked at the same papers and same scoring guidelines. Since it was a

fairly simple matter to recompute these figures, i.e., arrangements for

field testing weren't Involved, we treated the Good and Acceptable ratings

as merely Acceptable, and the Unacceptable ones as they stood - -we collapsed

the rating options from three to two. Note the following results. (But

understand that the results represent a paper manipulation and not actual

ratings.) immediately, you can see that these data were less informative

In general than the data Just above, i.e., with Gadd, Acceptable, and

Unacceptable ratings; fewer coefficie;ts could be computed fcr,the

collapsed ratings.

*Uterirand *2 are high school (tenth-grade) English teachers. Raters

3 and 4 are SWRL staff.
**Coefficient could not be computed because variance was zero.
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1.

4..

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
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Summery ofiEslimated interrater
By Critdriorrbetween Pairs of Four Raters,

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients)

Collapsed Ratings

Retells*

1 & 2 i t3 1 4.4 2&3 3

** ** ** **

** ** ** **
,

-.0377 ** .2446 **

-.1635. **
** 14

-.1635 .0529 .5659 .5412

2 & 4 3 & 4

**

** . **

.0969 **

oa.

.1261 .3055

** ** ** . ** ** **

.0624 .3730 .2117 .3329 .2725 ,.3685

.1994 .2182 .0969 .4492 .2751 .49W

..10831 -.1048 ** -.0982 ** **

The only exit from,the predicament, as we saw it, was to revise the

materials and then field -test than with another group of students. For

direction toward revision, readers' comments were reviewed.

Performance data, reliability data, and readers' comments led to

the revised directions, writing prompt, and scoring guidelines*** below

(the note to the student was retained as written):

*Raters 1 and 2 are high school (tenth-grade) English teachers. Raters

land 4 are SWRL staff.
' **Coefficient could not be computed because variance was zero.

***Guidelines refer to criteria numbered 111-10. These three-digit

numbers correspond to the Answer Sheet, where ratings were recorded.

In fact, 111 refers to criterion one, 112 to criterion two, andso forth.
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DIRECTIONS: You work in the office of a large electronics company.
Two weeks ago, your company ordered some supplies from
the Titus Office Supply Company. you receitied the

shipment this morning, but it was not what your company

had ordered. Write a business letter to the Titus

Office Supply Company. Tell thee whet was wrong with

the shipment. Tell them what you went time to do

about it.

e The opening and closing parts of your letter are provided

below. Write just the body of the letter.
Telt exactly whet was wrong w'th the shipment.
State exactly what you want the Titus Office Supply Company

to do *bout the shipment.
De sure to use

exact words
words that are appropriate for a business letter
good grammar and complete sentences
correct punctuation and spelling,

C onne itttnnirto tn.. int.

flews Wm* Sumill. to.
Foiee Rolm %treat
Woo. arinnee 5099

Ilidw Sir or arum=

rat 11141.1111 VOW
i 4 ill Adam..

toy IS. MN

Umm,"4.

Awe.* ta47.. ftemics
16$0, 'War emsoi

41
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Fore LO Guide. Spaces numbered ill through 119 are used to describe
characteristics of the writing sample for Form B. 4ism the descriptions
below to fill in the bubbles an the student's answer sheet. Fill in

only one bubble for each number. t On fill in any bubbles if the

smolt is pay of the followint:

111.11ble

Irrelevant to direction given

not written

1H. (A) (I) (C) (p)
4

rteased writes about Writes about Writes about Writes about
1hf2',1 11" a full pegs 9/4 page. 1/2 page. 1/4 page

shebt of or nom or less.

peper).*.

*NOTE: if handwriting Is
Judge WON alas
handwriting ware

CONTENT:

much larger or smeller than average,
according to whet it would be If
of average sine.

112. States problem. Mentions a specific error or
problem with the shipment.

(A) (B)

Yes Mp

113. States desired Mentions a specific action that

course of-action. the office supply company should
take concerning the shipment.

(A) (A)

Yes No

114. Mies precise Otos precise words to Osstrito

111ten'
important points, for ossople:

(A)

Yes

"pone" or "desks" or 'theirs"
(rather than "shipment" or "things")

"wrong color" or "2 domml"
(rather than "wrong" or "not

enough")

(I)

Na

42
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115. lists...Iffel
nrepr ate or
osiness totter.

Uses polite language.

(A) (A)

yes No

116. Excludes merelets4 All or most sentences refer to

sentences.

co:

117. Uses correct eraNner
and compfete sentences.

siteaticm described in DIRECTIONS.

(A) (A)

Yes No

The tai number of grammatical
errors end incomplete sentence*
errors Is

(A)

none
or 1

(10

2

(C)

3

(0)

4

(E)

5 or
more

*NOTE: Count one error each time a segment of a run-on sentence

sheuid hews been a separate sentence.

118. Capitalizes and The total number of capitalization

punctuates correctly. end punctuation errors is .*

(A) (A) (C) (0) (E)

none
or 1

2 3 4 5 or
more

*NOTE: Do not count as errors the places where a run-on
sentence should he been segmented (and thus capitalized).

119. Spells correctly. The total number of speillng
*

"PIE:

errors is

(A) (11) (C) (D) (E)

none
or 1

2 3 4 5 or
more

More than one instance of misspelling the same word the
same way should be evaluated as just one misspelled word.
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Administration: Writing Sample

The Writing Smote Is the part of the English Literacy Survey that

offers an oppertualty to describe characteristics of an individual's

written response to a prompt. Characteristics described include content
(ideas represented) sod fors (language usage and mechanics).

The Writing Sample is not Intended to be a timed activity.
Withie reesseable Heats, each exemanee should be given enough
tine (about ts-2s minutes) to template the item6

Answer Sheets and Survey Booklets should not be available to
examinees dories the administration of the` griting Sample.

0Letribute to each sessile* the single sheet marked WRITING
SAMPLE Perm A or B) ands sheet of lined paper.

!lava examinees reed the information in the box below the words

NOTE TO Tilt STUDENT. 'Examines' should be able to read indepen-

dently and follow the directions for the writing sample. Be

sure each Immobile has written her or his name on the !food

Paper.

After sassiness finish writing, collect the single sheet of

directions for the WRITING SAMPLE and the actual writing sample.

Directions for Sescribinith, Writing Towle pores A and B)

Teachers are asked to describe the writing seep% which students

completed on the lined paper. Guidelines for describing the writing

sample are presented belay. You alould use students' answer sheets
and fill in the spec+s enclosed in the box near the right bottom corner

;riot iii . This box will be.merkei TAMER was 11Nt SAMPLE.

The Wain below (forms A end 11) describe student performance for

several characteristics. Refer to the guides to fill In the bubble

whose description cones closest to the student's prforrance for each

characteristic. A one -pegs Summery of Descriptions follows the Guide

for each fors. The Summery can simplify the task of describing

characteristics.
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Form 8 Summery of Descriptions. Mace the student's answer
sheet next to this pole of the directions, to help you fill in the
answer sheet quickly.

III. SOW! Ole (A) (I) (C) (9)

full 3/4 1/2 1/4 or

Pnin +
1111"--A4'%15

112. Problem stated (A) (9)

Yes lie

M. Action stated (A) (s)

Yes Ile

114. Precise longues* (A) 00

Yes No

115. Polite lenpueoe (A) (9)

Yes No

116. Notated sentences (A) (9)

Yes No

117. Errors In grammar (A) (9) (C) (9) (E)

and incomplete sentences
0-1 2 3 4 5+

118. Errors In copItslisstion (A) (11) (C) (10) (E)

and punctuation
0-1 2 3 4 5+

11g. Errors In spelling (A) (s) (C) (1)) (E)

o-t 2 3 4 5+

Observe that the revised prompt above was written to discourage students

from regurgitating the prompt itself; the prompt was designed so that

responses would be more specific. Note too that students are guided to

use precise language ("exact words") and business-appropriate language.

The directions for administering the assessment now called for description

rather than evaluation, and the structure for describing performance was

built into the scoring guidelines (Yes, No for content criteria). In this



way, we hoped teachers would be freed from automatically tninking of

students' writing as Good, Acceptable, and Unacceptable, and instead would

attend closely to descriptions of individual criteria as they wear in

the guidelines. The new first criterion (Estimates size of writing sample.)

was included as a yardstick for describing elements of form (grammar and

complete sentences, capitalization and punctuation, and spelling). The

new form criteria, we reasoned, would give readers an easier.method of

describing students' performance for these elements, i.e., counting.

Together, descriptions of criterion one and the form criteria would yield

data that were more sensible, data that would consider number of errors

el,. estimated unit of writing. A program for processing these data could

be easily set to a standard specified by a district, school, or teacher.

For example, a passing grade In spelling for a full page or more of writing

could be four or fewer errors; for about 3/4 page, three or fewer; about 1/2

page, two of fewer; about 1/4 page or less, only none or one error would be

passing. Further, notes at the bottom of descriptions for form criteria

would, we hoped, clarify guidelines for describing troublesome situations

such as run-on sentences. The Summary of Descriptions was designed to

facilitate recording readers' judgments. The next step was to field-test

these revised materials.

Twenty-four high school juniors and seniors who hadn't passed a

suburban school district's writing sample test were administered the TEPS,

English Literacy, Form 8 Writing Sample. All but a few students were

attending a 8isic Writing Skills class; a handful were in an ESL program.

We have no data that further describe the population for this field test.

Students' names, where given, obviously were removed from their papers;

thus, we do not have Information even on students' gender. The English
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Department Chair and three other English teachers served as readers.*

Two SWRI. staff unfamiliar with both the revised and the original materials

also were readers. Following the procedures of the earlier field tests,

we gathered data on students' performance and on estimated interrater

reliability (teachers and SERE, staff), and reviewed comments submitted by

the six readers. Note first the following indication of students'

performance by criterion.

Criterion

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Summery of Students' Perforgence
Sy Criterion and Rater

!satingb

C a E

RI R2 Mg R4' RI R2 al s4 RI R2 N. R4 RI 112 il R4 R1 112 Ill R4

3 4 1 2 1 i 4 2- 7 7 5 6 13 12 11 11

16 11 9 $ 8 13 12 13

17 IS 14 17 7 9 7 4

2 6 3 4 22 18 18 17

21 21 20 19 3 3 1 2

20 19 12 10 4 4 9 3 1
d

1 4 4 S 6 3 3 1 1 1 3 4 2 0 2 2 14 16 S 9

8 6 9 10 3 6 5 4 1 4 2 3 4 0 3 1 8 8 2 3

13 13 11 7 1 1 3 5 6 5 3 2 3 3 0 5 1 2 4 2

'The four teachers divided students' papers so that each pair of

teachers read half the papers. For computations, the four teachers were

treated as two raters.
aRaters 1 and 2 are high school English teachers. Raters 3 and 4

are SWRI. staff.
bAn absence of data under a rating indicates a rating not described

for that criterion.
cRaters 3 and 4 omitted ratings for three students and commented that

the three papers were unscorable; hence the total numbers of ratings for

raters 3 and 4 are 21.

dRating given does not correspond to any rating described for criterion

six. It looks like an error in marking the Answer Sheet.

47
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An examination of the data above shows no major rating pattern across

criteria for the-teachers or the SWRL staff. Agreement between ratings

of the pairs of teachers and pair of SWRL.staff is generally respectable

except for criterion six, as shown below.

Summary of Estimated Interrater Reliability
'By Criterion Between Two Fairs of Raters

(Pearson Correlation Coefficients)

Raters*

Criterion Iii 2

1. .9535 .9482

2. .6504 .5095

3. .8284 .6860

4. .5222 .8416

5. 1.0000 .6892

6. .350 .1964

7. .9667 4632

8. .7712 .4109

9. .8214 .8412

The low agreement between raters on criterion six warranted close

attention to readers' remarks, as did the lukewarm agreement on cri-

terion two, four, and eight. Unfortunately, readers did not comment

about criterion six. So I asked the SWRL readers to discuss their

interpretation of the criterion and the way they described this char-

acteristic of students' performance (the teachers were unavailable).

The written comments received, recommendations for modifying criteria

two four, and eight, and the gist of the discussions with SWRL staff

concerning criterion six and suggestions for dealing with this criterion

*Raters 1 and 2 are high school English teachers (N * 24). Raters

3 and 4 are SWRL staff (N 21).
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were used in next steps toward the final version of the TEPS writing

sample assessments.
0

The degree of agreement between readers and their comments about cri-

terion two recommended adjustment in the assessment materials. The question

is "What gets changed?" The statements and descriptions of each criterion

are only as productive as students' interpretation of the prompt that stim-

ulates their writing and readers'' interpretation of scoring materials. So

the question is really twofold: Do we change the wording of the prompt?,

or Do we change the wording of the statement and description of the cri-

terion? A tentative answer lies In readers' comments--In those remarks

that address the prompt in general, as well as in those that relate to

criterion two specifically. A reasonable modification would be In the

wording of the prompt, something along the lines of a comment made by

one of the English teachers, i.e.,

Choose a !pacific item(s) that had been ordered.

Tell specifically what was wrong with the item(s) sent and why it

should be changed: name problem and change.

The expectation is that readers will be able to describe students' state-

ment- of the problem more easily If greater specificity Is induced in the

writing sample.

Criterion four might also be improved with a reworded prompt. Even

though SURL staff described the papers similarly for this criterion (the

coefficient was .8'i6), the teachers were not in such close agreement

(.5222). And comments from both sets of readers indicated that this

criterion was troublesome. A tentative recommendation is to observe the

results after the prompt is reworded to inform the student clearly that

4mcifi: details shquid be improvised.
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Based on uneven and somewhat low coefficients of estimated interrater

reliability, the third criterion that seemed to warrant special attention

was eight (agreement between teachers, .7712; but between SWRL staff,

only .4109). SWRL staff did not comment on this criterion, and the only

remark made by teachers was brief: "Run-ons fit here." An examination

of the ratings student by student revealed a curious phenomenon: when

the pair of raters agreed on criterion eight (10 out of 21 scorable

pa,oers), the most frequent rating given (7 papers) was (A) none or 1

[capitalization and punctuation error); of the other three cases of

agreement, two were B Y [capitalization and punctuation errors) and

only one was 1E) 5 or more. in other words, raters were more likely to

agree when they described papers as having few capitalization and punc-

tuation errors. Failing to locate sources of disagreement by examining

the papers themselves, 1 asked the two SWRL raters to discuss their

ratings. The meeting between the three of us was Informative. It dis-

closed an occasional oversight of the note that told raters not to count

as errors the points where a run -on sentence should have been segmented

(and thus capitalized). The meeting also enabled us to see the need for

informing raters whether the letter's address, greeting, and closing

were to be included in the assessable writing (they weren't, since these

were provided in the prompt). Three other outcomes of the meeting were

recommendations to advise'raters that' the same capitalization or punc-

tuation error should be counted only once, that sentence fragments

introduced by a capital should not be counted as errors (they'd already

be counted under criterion seven), tied to provide examples of capitali-

zation and punctuation errors that could be overlooked easily (and were
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by the SWRL raters), for example, capitals within words, hyphens,

apostrophes, and terminal periods.

Criterion six (Excludes unrelated sentences) yielded the lowest

rating correlations among all criteria, both for teachers and for SWRL

staff (.3508 and .1964, respectively). Yet no reader commented about it.

Examining students' performances and actual papers and talking individually

with the Sift readers (the teachers were unavailable), I learned that two

widely different interpretations of the criterion probably led to fiting

discrepancies. One reader held a literal interpretation of the word

refer in the description of the criterion, All of most sentences refer to

situation described in DIRECTIONS. That is, If a sentence did not include

words that were specific to the prompt, that sentence was counted among the

ones that didn't meet the description--they didn't refer to the situation.

The other reader interpreted refer more loosely, essentially as "having

to do with." For example, a paper included these sentences: "The ship-

ment we recieved (sic] was of no use to us. It (sic) was for the

industrial building next door from us." Another paper had this sentence:

"This may have come from one of your employees wrong." One reader judged

that these sentences did not refer to the situation described in the

prompt. The other reader, however, thought the sentences did refer to

the general situation of a letter of request for an order adjustment.

Similarly, one reader viewed as unrelated to the prompt those sentences

that expressed amenities of business correspondence; the other reader

thought such sentences were related, for instance, "I am very sorry to

write this kind of letter" and "Thank you for helping [sic)."

To eliminate the confusion that might arise from the negative

criterion statement Excludes unrelated sentences, it was changed tiiStays

on topic. Also to reflect communication that crosses sentence boundaries

51
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and to avoid the wide interpretation typically given to the word most

(some people think of mast as 51 percent or more, others think of it

as closer to 80 percent or so), the criterion description was rewordeas

Generally relates to situation described In DIRECTIONS (this revision

would also be expected to eliminate the problems of interpretation

associated with the word refer). Another recommendation was to include

a note in the scoring guidelines that amenities of business correspondence

do not constitute abandonment of the topic. I had some concern that if

the suggestions above. were incorporated in a revision, the resulting

rating would be Yes for all or nearly all papers, since papers that were

truly irrelevant to the topic were to be Taft unscored. A criterion

that provides consistently uniform ratings would be wasteful. Why not

Just describe the performance without rating papers for it? But this

field test demonstrated that teachers may not judge a paper unscorable

as readily as other raters (i.e., SWRL staff) would. In fact, three

papers judged unscorable by SAL staff, for content irrelevant to the

A
prompt, were Indeed scored by teachers. Could the reason be that

teachers are in need of inforietion concerning their own students'

writing pmrformante and are thus more inclined to retain a paper for

further scoring? In administrations of the assessment In its final

form, teachers will be the readers and raters. Hence, this line of

reasoning advised suspending, at least for now, the concern regarding

uniform rating on criterion six.

Although we would like to think that the assessments are "final,"

that would be premature. Both writing sample assessments will be

subject to further revision based on additional experience with them.
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As with any written communication, a writing assessment can be

dashed off in one draft and it can also be revised to death. Reasonable

effort is between those extremes. Reader reaction is the best gauge of

what to do after the first draft. because the "readers" of a writing

assessment react in writing, the reaction'is unambiguous. All the

"author" has to do is to respond to the reactions that are registered.

Going; that is straightforwaq, but it's not as simple as it seems.
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